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The world faces significant challenges and the professional governance of countries and 
companies has never been more critical. At best, monetary and fiscal policies may create an 
attractive business environment, but the professionalism of governments and company boards 
is also a prime determinant of national prosperity. Current company approaches to 
governance globally typically focus on board roles, structures and processes. They are no 
longer sufficient. Professional standards for directorship for boards, governments and 
governance advisers are needed to provide guidance on the competencies to work to systems 
that support making sound professional judgments. The adoption of professional judgment 
governance enhances the certainty of creating trusted professionals with a proven ability to 
perform to govern countries and companies. It’s the coming revolution that’s needed. 
 

1. GLOBAL MATURITY IN GOVERNANCE 
 
Over the last twenty years efforts have been made globally to improve the governance of 
organisations. In response to corporate collapses, the focus has included defining the legal 
duties and requirements of directors and officers, reporting and auditing of financial and other 
information, boards structures, processes, composition and operation. Figure 1 overviews a 
possible evolution in governance maturity.  

Figure 1 

 
Current company approaches focus on structure and process governance.  Board roles and 
activities with recommended practices may be specified.  This may require boards, some of 
whom may be independent of management, to oversee strategy, CEO 
appointment/remuneration, ethical culture, business risk and financial management. For 
example, the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) has issued Corporate Governance Principles 
and Recommendations (2019). There is limited guidance on competencies, judgments and 
value proposition. Competency frameworks have been issued in some countries. 
 
Unfortunately, there is little evidence, certainly in Australia that governments have achieved 
level three maturity with national governance standards for compliance. Government may be 
treated more as a political occupation for promotion than a profession for self-mastery.  
 
Governance has been typically defined in terms of frameworks, principles and practices (a 
system approach). However, the system elements only indirectly support organisational 
performance. Structures and processes by themselves cannot create performance.  
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Only people who make sound professional judgments can directly influence organisational 
performance to create value.  A similar analogy is focusing on recipes, ingredients, kitchen 
and equipment with relatively little attention on ability to cook. 
 

2. DEFINING GOVERNANCE AS A PROFESSION AND CULTURE 
 
Studies into directorship and management indicate is that it is treated more as an occupation 
for promotion than a profession for demonstrated self-mastery.  
 
Governance needs to be treated as a profession because of the complexity and difficulty of 
designing organisations to create performance and value that is significantly more than just 
the sum of the parts and then continually adapting it to diverse changing environments.  
 
My doctoral analysis (White 2010) of the global research including over 300 studies conducted 
over the last thirty years found there was common characteristics of high performing 
organisations with 20-50 percent higher financial returns than their peers. An analysis of the 
key characteristics found a logic related to how the combination of the characteristics 
collectively create high performance more than the sum of the parts of an organisation. 
 
Effective professional standards adopt a value chain design logic based on a systematic 
approach to directing and managing that embeds a culture of professionalism. Figure 2 
overviews an example.  

Figure 2 

 
Professionalism is a state of being which embodies who you are, what you know and how you 
behave, think, do and judge. Knowing, thinking and behaving collectively comprise individual 
competency. The governance professionalism elements comprise the competencies to work 
to systems that support making sound professional judgments objectively linked to the proven 
characteristics of high performing organisations and countries.  
 
The synergy and alignment for sustainable high performance cannot be achieved by 
laypersons, attending a few short courses or by any one specialist group such as finance, 
human resources etc. The complexity of medicine means not anybody should be able to call 
themselves a doctor and practice medicine. What would be the community trust in the 
professionalism of layperson doctors? If a licence and competency assessment is needed to 
drive a car then, then why cannot there be professional accreditation to govern a country and 
major organisations given its complexity and difficulty of achievement? Those at the top should 
lead by example. 
 
“The buck stops” at the top and the ‘fish rots from the head’ (Garratt, 1996, 2002).  
Professionally governed companies and public services are primarily influenced by 
directorship standards, value-added professional focused regulators and national 
performance targets / indicators that support board and government performance more than 
the sum of the governance elements/parts, and the failures of governance can be attributed 
to the lapses in such standards and regulators.  
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3. DIRECTIONS FOR REFORM 
 

Many of the global challenges now facing humanity are going to have to be addressed by 
those with a proven ability to perform. It’s time for the governance movement to have an 
objective conversation about transformational reform to a judgment-based profession 
objectively linked to a vision of a high performing country.  
 
The adoption of professional judgment governance enables the development of a clearly 
defined value proposition and social license or purpose explaining why it exists. Its value 
proposition may include providing enhanced professional judgment soundness for greater 
certainty of trustworthiness to perform responsibly by those that govern. Its social 
licence/purpose may include supporting professionally governed companies and public 
services for a country’s economic prosperity and community well-being. 
 
A social licence/purpose could be supported by a clearly defined judgment framework for a 
high performing professionally governed country.  An example of a judgment framework for 
professionally governing a country for high performance is overviewed in Figure 3.  

Figure 3 

 
Overall, there are at least two key/summary professional judgments that require six other 
professional judgments for effective directorship performance. A key value proposition of 
professional directorship is insight judgments related to external alignment to challenges with 
foresight judgments related to internal alignment of cultures, capabilities and resources for 
effective implementation. For governments this value proposition enhances the certainty of 
improvements in economic prosperity and community well-being. 
 
Core business of the governance movement could be a world class professional development 
system to maintain a talent pool of governments, boards, executives and managers capable 
of establishing high performing organisations. Figure 4 overviews an example of a plan-do-
check-act system that may operate at a country and organisational level.  

 
The system integrates professional standards, judgment-based development, coaching, 
mentoring and accreditation/assurance based on a common body of knowledge of what is 
proven from reliable research to create high performing organisations.  
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Figure 4 

 
A similar analogy is evidence-based medicine based on a common body of knowledge about 
the human body and treatments using reliable clinical trials. The approach is broadly modelled 
on how medicine may be treated as a profession.  The aim of the system could be to provide 
enhanced confidence, certainty and predictability that directors, managers and others are 
competent to reliably perform to relevant professional standards. Judgment certification may 
reflect key areas for high performance including for visioning, strategy, culture, capability, 
change management, performance evaluation, risk, compliance, finances, legal and 
secretarial practice for both directors, executives and governance advisers. 
 
To achieve enhanced certainty of a pool of trusted certified professionals with a proven ability 
to perform, high performance/compliance professional governance trainers would make highly 
sound anticipative, preventative, summative and timely corrective professional judgements. 
 
The governance movement should lead by example in key performance indicator reporting. A 
high value proposition including those of regulators may be the extent to which they are 
influencing world class professionalism for national prosperity. What gets measured and 
reported gets done. Key country performance outcomes for national reporting may include: 
 

• Lag indicators of current world-class directorship professionalism, including 

• Current state of global competitiveness and well-being ranked against other countries  

• Dividend returns/share-price growth against returns on bank deposits/bond rates 

• Current state of leadership and management professionalism, including organisational 
cultures, productivity, innovation and management capabilities 

• Perception surveys of trust in governments and companies 

• Extent of major, foreseeable and preventable governance and performance issues in 
governments and major companies 

• Lead indicators of future world-class directorship professionalism, including the extent of: 

• Economic prosperity/well-being national plans/budgets aligned to addressing 
challenges within financially sustainable taxation and public debt levels 
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• Government decisions based on doing the most good for the most people and/or those 
most in need (public value) rather than popularity, voting buying or ideology  

• Country owned multinationals operating in high growth and attractive global industries 
and markets, with unique and world-competitive products and services 

• Professional directing standards including competencies to work to systems to make 
sound judgments, and not just structure and process governance based on the proven 
characteristics of high performing organisations  

• Annual and other reports by boards on their value propositions, achievements and 
compliance with directing and governance standards to convey trustworthiness 

• Director and governance adviser qualifications, certifications and development based 
on world-class professional development systems 

 
High value-added professional focused governance movements support governments with 
clearly defined national targets for world-class professionalism that demonstrates a country is 
serious about governing a high-performing country for superior economic prosperity and 
community well-being.  Key drivers for change may include shareholder/citizen voting, 
regulatory oversight, director and executive remuneration, personal liability protection and 
insurance premiums aligned to judgment certification and professional standards 
accreditation. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion the planet needs world class governance professionalism (Figure 5). 

Figure 5 

 
 
Key elements for success include a value proposition, social licence/purpose, country 
professional judgment framework, world class professional development system and key 
performance indicator national reporting. Collectively they assist in demonstrating that the 
governance movement is committed to the professionalism and trustworthiness of those that 
govern.  
 
Surveys globally show directors themselves consistently rank making sound business 
judgments in the top 3 attributes of effectiveness (Russell Reynolds Associates 2019, 2016). 
The bottom line is that it should be self-evident that you can only trust someone to perform 
responsibly if they can make sound professional judgments against relevant standards. 
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Therefore, the issue is not if professional judgment governance should be adopted but rather 
when it is likely to occur. Is continuing to have blind faith in the judgment soundness of those 
that govern really an option? Professional judgment governance may be the coming disruptive 
and inconvenient revolution the movement needs to transform governance as a true 
profession for self-mastery. The aim of this paper has been to provide a starting point for 
discussion. 
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